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Cincinnati Sept 12th 

1862 

Dear Brother 

 I write a few lines at Henrys request to let you know that 

he is here 

he come down with a company of others yesterday, henry, 

Thomas Lemert one of Abner Lemerts boys & a young Seward 

stayd here all night last night, the folks are all well up there, 

 There is a Regiment from Illinois just come in th[e]y are 

now Eating there breakfast at the Market house, two Regiments 

from Indiana came yesterday & hundreds of men from all the 

County round there is a Battle Expected, you have 
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got the things we sent you yesterday by this time. We were 

thinking perhaps you could get a furload and come up tomorrow 

you and Emmet try and see if you can  

if you cannot, & are going to be kept there any length of time let 

me know & I will bake a box full of good pies & boil a ham & send 

you & a comfort. write tomorrow if you don’t come here. It has 

been raining here a goodeal last night. 

Write soon Your Sister 

Emily C. Wickham 
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Introduction by Robert N. Drake, 2020-12-04 

Here is the short letter from Emily C. (Montgomery) Wickham to "Dear Brother," who I assume must be JFM [John Fletcher Montgomery] 
as it was included among his Civil War papers.  I also attach my effort at a transcription and a short piece about the Squirrel Hunters who 
rushed to Cincinnati in September, 1862 to stem a feared Confederate invasion of Ohio.  John Wickham, the brother of Mary Wickham who 
later died in the War, was a Squirrel Hunter, but I do not think that JFM was, in spite of her question about his being "furload."  I suspect she 
is giving his leg a slight pull about being furloughed from farm work, but cannot know for sure.  The letter is written the day before word 
came that the Confederates had given up on their plans, and makes reference to the feeding of troops at the Market House as is mentioned 
in the article. 
 
The Lemerts were a prominent early family in the northeastern part of Licking County around a village then called Elizabethtown (after 
Elizabeth Lemert) and now called Perryton.  The Montgomerys and the Lemerts intermarried.  I am not sure who the Henry is to whom she 
refers.  There are plenty of Henrys around to choose from! 
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